
DWB REvision Notes From Class
Stay calm. Let’s make magic happen.



Step 1: Take out your draft of your DWB, the Rubric, the PROMPT that you have 
already highlighted.

Step 2: Open your chromebook, log in, open up Google Docs.  

Step 3: Set your paper up in MLA format.  Include the Heading, header, and your 
amazing title.

Step 4: Type in your thesis statement WITHOUT the introduction.



Topic Sentence Samples. . .
First, getting enough sleep supports the health and well-being of teens so they can focus and learn in 
class.

Second, a later start time would support teens’ natural biological rhythms.  In Source A . . . . . . .

One might argue that later start times are a problem because so many stakeholders would disagree.

To conclude . . ..



Topic Sentence Samples. . .
Schools will have a hard time shifting to earlier start times.  They must have “buy in” from all stakeholders 
in order to follow through and . . .  (This might talk about agreement around bus schedules, parent work 
schedules (since so many parents are driving their children to school today). 

Second, the optimal start times for youth vary so it would be difficult to find a one size fits all time. 

Lastly, shifting the time later may not change the real problem: teens need to get more sleep and get to 
bed on time.  

To conclude . . ..



One possible body paragraph.

Getting enough sleep supports the health and well-being of teens. The system that originally supported 
the industrialized workforce neither serves kids or parents anymore. “Chronic sleep loss” is a common 
problem among young people today. Dr. Judith Owens defends that ‘“Delaying early school start times is 
one key factor that can help adolescents get the sleep they need to grow and learn”’(Source A). Later start 
times are critical both physically and mentally to the development of young people and are the most 
“easily fixable” (Source A), according to Dr. Owens in support of the American Academy of Pediatrics.  To 
support this, schools that have shifted start times in one University of Minnesota study reported “fewer 
students [sought] help for emotional problems and complaints”(Source A). The data from the study 
suggests greater student and parent happiness.  Again, delaying school times supports student well-begin 
and health.  



Another possible body paragraph
First, teens need sleep in order to focus and learn more effectively in class. According to Dr. Judith Owens, a member of the 

AAP (American Academy of Pediatrics), “chronic sleep loss in children and adolescents is one of the most common --and easily 

fixable--public health issues today” (Source A).  If students have more sleep, they will be alert in class, participatory and perform better 

in school.  Some schools have already experimented with later start times with success.  For example, the University of Minnesota 

released a 9,000 student study that found, “academic performance in math, English, science, and social studies improved at schools 

with later start times” (Source A).  If student academic performance improves then later sleep times seems to show students are more 

effect and focussed.  



Review Counterargument
This is the structure of the counter argument: 
Turn away (tell us why one might disagree), then turn back (tell us why the evidence is 
wrong.

Here is what one might look like in your essay: 
One might argue that school start times are too difficult to implement because parents 
need to drop off their children before they go to work.  Additionally, there are 
arguments that bus schedules and after school sports might be negatively impacted.  
However, today parents have more non-traditional work schedules; they may 
telecommute or work outside of heavy traffic times therefore an early drop-off may be 
irrelevant. Similarly, school bus schedules and sports programs would make 
adjustments as would students, to accommodate the later day.  The result might be 
that students would get more done in a shorter amount of time if they were alert and 
not sleep deprived.  They might even perform better in their athletic events after 
school. Schools that have already made the later start time adjustment seem to report 
In one University of Minnesota study where schools had implemented later start times 
there was “92% parent satisfaction,” meaning it may be a win for both parties.  The 
idea that changing the time can’t be done because it negatively impacts parents 
driving Thus,  

All of this information seems to agree with a 

person who might argue the opposite of a 

later start time.

These are all of the reasons why 
these claims are false.



Transition words

Use these words to make tiny 
connections  between and 
within your body paragraphs.

Some teachers call these 
signposts.  Just like a sign 
outside telling you where to go, 
these words to the right tell the 
reader where you are going in 
your argument. 



Rewrite time
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